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ADDITIONAL DATA ON U.S. 'fAGGING AND SAMPLING - 1970 

This supplementary report is issued to update the material in the report 

entitled "Investigations by the United States for the International North 

Pacific Fisheries Commission - 1970," and consists mainly of tag return 

infoX'!Ilation. These data will later be integrated into the final draft of the 

above report. 

CATCH AND TAGGING TOTALS 

The corrected totals of salmon caught and tagged in 1970 by general 

location are given in Table 1. The locations ()f the several. subprojects are 

illustrated in Fig. 1. 

TAG RETURNS 

Nearly all ·tag returns received in 1970 were from salmon that had been 

tagged as immature fish in 1967, 1968, and 1969. The data have provided new 

information on migrations and on rates of retut'Il. The recovery data for tags 

received through October 5 are presented herein. The 1970 recoveries from 

the Japanese mothership fleet had not been received at the time of writing, 

and additional returns a.I'e expected from some late fishing areas. Detailed 

release and recovery data are available in IBM tables which are distributed 

in limited numbers to participating countries. 

Returns from 1969 tagging at Adak 

The recovery data for salmon tagged as age .1 and age-~ immature fish 

at Adak in 1969 (July 3-August 12) are summarized in Fig. 2. Eleven were 

recovered in 1969 by the mothership fleet near the point of tagging, and 

an additional 16 were recovered in Bristol Bay in 1970. Rates of return were 
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Table 1. Uumbers of salmon .:-md steelhead caught and (in parentheses) numbers 
tagged in 1969, by subproject 

Subproject, method No. 
of capture, of seecies of salmon or trout 
and dates sets Socl<eye--Cii'um flril< Coho chlnook Steelhead Total 

Adak area indexing 
purse seine 
6/30 .- 8/11/70 66 .3,253 5,364 51 26 6 0 8,700 

(2,167) (2065) (29) (8) (3) (0) (4,272) 

Gulf of Alaska 
longlining 5 39 9 39 4 0 1 92 
6/19 - 6/25/70 (34) (8) (32) (3) (0) (0) (77) 

Strait of Juan de Fuca 
purse seine 6 8 95 236 684 35 3 1,061 
6/17 & 8/27/70 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

Grand total 77 3,300 5,468 326 7111- 41 4 9,853 

Tagged (2,201) (2,073)(61) (11) (3) (0) (4,349) 
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0---► Recov. 1969 N = 11 

0- • ._ Recov. 1970 N = 16 

age .1 returns 23/2506 

age .2 returns 4/298 
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Fig. 2. Release (0) and recovery (-->points for 27 sockeye salmon tagged as immature fish south of Adak I. in 
1969 (7/3-8/12) and recovered at ~~a in 1969 (7/6-7/22) or as mature fish in Bristol Bay in 1970 (6/25-7/17). 
(Possible migration routes are shown based on present knowledge of oceanic distributioh and migration.) 
(Data on recovery in high seas fishery operations in 1970 not yet available.) 
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0.9% for age .l and 1.3!h :for age .3_3 .not including the returns from the 

mothel"ship fishery which a.re yet t•:> be i-eceived. The lack of ret'UJ:"ns from 

coastai fisheries of the Gulf of Alaska is a clepai"'ture from the pattern of 

the past 3 years~ when from one to th::iee of the fish released at Adak have 

been recovered in Gulf coastal areas. The da1:a suggest that the proportion 

of Gulf of Alaska fish among samples tagged at Adak in . 1969 was low, as 

might be expected in a cycl~ year when Bristol Bay stocks were abundant. 

The migration route shown in fig. 2 is uot intended to portray the actual 

migration path, but is a route that could have been followed by some of the 

tagged fish as judged by OUJ'.' present knowledge of oceanic distribution and 

migrations. Such a diag~am conveys a mo~e realistic concept of the extent 

of migration during a year at li.berty than a line merely connecting the 

release and recovery points. It m:ight seem that the dashed line in F'ig. 2 

should have been drawn through the 1:>ecovecy pc)ints of ·the 11 fish 

recovered at sea in 1959 5 bu-t these points reflect only the distri•• 

bution of the mothership fleet nea~ the area of tagging, and do not 

necessarily reflect the main migl'ation route. The position of the 

line was chosen to embrace the general migration pattern of ·the Br-istol 

Bay sockeye as deduced from a numb el"' of yeal"'S ! data (Royce, Smith, and 

Haritt, 1968). 

RetJ.rns from 1968 t~~i~g_i~ eastern Bering Sea_ 

The recove1-y data for salmon tagged as age .£_ juvenile fish in the 

eastern Bering Sea in 1968 and r-~covered in 1970 are summarized in Fig. 3. 

These fish were tagged between August 18 and September 14, 1968 as post-smolt 

fish 13 to 18 crn long and within 200-300 miles of their rivers of origin. 
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Their possible oceanic migrations during their two yem.•s at liberty are 

illustrated. Since the age ·!. sockeye salmon tagged a.t Adak in 1969 (Fig. 2) 

were part of the same smol t year-•class tha1: was tagged in the eastern Bering 

Sea in 1968 (Fig. 3), the migrations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 may be considered 

complimentary. The same body of fish was tagged at two different points 

in their oceanic migrations separated in time by a year and in straight-line 

distance by about 600 miles. 

Only 4 tags were returned out of 4,452 released (0.1%), but additional 

returns may be forthcoming from the mothership fishery in 1970, and, of 

course, addii:ional t'ecoveries may occur in 1971. 
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The distribution of returns from the major rivers of Bristol Bay appears 

biased--all 3 were from the Nushagak district where the catch was only 1.3 

million, whereas none was recovered from among the 17.S million catch in 

the Naknek-Kvichak district or from the 1.7 million catch in the Egegik 

district (Table 2). Thus in our sampling in the eastern Bering Sea in 1968 

Table 2. Tag recovery distribution in Bristol Bay fisheries in 
1970 from: (A) juvenile (age .O) sockeye salmon tagged 
in the eastern Bering Sea in 1968 and (B) immature (age 

.l) sockeye salmon tc;1gged south of Adak in 1969 

Catch of sockeye* No. of tag returns No. of tag returns 
in 1970 from releases in E. from releases south 

Fishery (in thousands) Bering Sea in 1968 of Adak in l969ofn~ 

Togiak 140 0 0 

Nushagak 1,300 3 l 

Naknek-Kvichak 17,500 0 13 

Egegik 1,700 0 0 

Ugashik 168 0 0 

Port Moller 200 l 0 

*Preliminary data from ADF&G. 

1:f:Note that age • ! fish are not included here, but are included in Fig. 2 • 

we apparently did not obtain a representative sample of the major river 

stocks. For comparison, the distribution of returns from the Adak tagging 

is also shown in Table 2 and the distribution appears to be approximately 

in accordance with the size of the runs. Thus -our sampling of the 1968 

smolt year-class at Adak in 1969 was apparently more representative than 

.was our sampling of the same year-class in the eastern Bering Sea in 1968. 

A sampling bias in the Bering Sea samples was also evident in their 

freshwater age composition. Only 30% of the fish sampled in 1968 were 

age~ in a year when age 3..:E_ smolts from the Kvichak River were expected 
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to greatly dominate. At Adak in 1969, the age 2.1 group formed 79% of 

the total, which was in accordance with expectations, and is probably 

reliable since the Adak sampling has historically provided a reliable estimate 

-of age · compos.ition Qf Bl'\-istol-Bay sookeye salmon ( Rogers f 1970) • The above 

_data suggest that the stocks from the several Bristol Bay rivers were more 

segregated during their early seaward migrations than they were a year 

later after an extensive oceanic migration. 

Returns from 1968 tagging south of Adak and Unimak Islands 

One sockeye and one chum salmon tagged in 1968 as age .1 immature fish 

were recovered in 1970 (Fig.~). The sockeye was tagged south of Adak and 

was recovered in the Skeena River area, Britif:h Columbia. This recovery, 

together with a lack of returns from Bristol Bay in 1970, further emphasizes 

the point made in our 1969 report (Rothschild et al., in press) that non

Bristol Bay sockeye stocks were apparently abundant in our samples tagged 

south of Ada.kin 1968. Total coastal returns from the releases of 1968 

included 13 from Bristol Bay (1969) and 4 from the Gulf of Alaska (3 in 1969 

and 1 in 1970). This is in contrast to the situation in 1969 when non-Bristol 

Bay stocks were apparently few among samples at Adak as already discussed 

(Fig. 2). 

The chum salmon migration ill-ustrated in Fig. 4 was drawn to adhere 

to the general distribution and migration pattern for western Alaska stocks 

of this species. In general, weste!'Il Alaska chum salmon range between 

11s0 w and 140°w, which is in contrast to the extensive westward 

migrations of sockeye salmon from western Alaska. 
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Returns from 1968 tagging in the Gulf of Alaska 

Four sockeye salmon tagged as juvenile (age ._Q) fish in 1968 in the 

northeastern Gulfof Alaska were recovered in 1970 in British Colwnbia 

waters from the Skeena idver to the Strait of Juan de Fuca (Fig. 5). 

Possible migration routes during the two years at liberty are shown. 

Assuming that the recovery locations were near their home streams, these 

fish had migrated extensively northward to the tagging locations during 

their first summer at sea. The rate of return (0.5%) was much better 

than that of the juvenile sockeye salmon tagged in the Bering Sea in 

1968 (0.1% - Fig. 3). The better rate of return from the Gulf releases 

was presumably due, at least in part, to their larger size. Their model 

length at release was 20 cm as compared to 16 cm for those tagged in the 

Bering Sea. Additional retUI'Ils may be received in 1971. 

Returns from 1967 tagging in the Gu.lf of Alaska 

Two sockeye salmon tagged as age .Q juvenile fish in 1967 were 

recovered in 1970 (Fig. 6). Three recoveries in 1969 are also included 

_in Fig • . 6 in order to illustrate the total distribution of returns from 

the 1967 releases. The three ~eturns in 1969 (age -1) were all from 

the Fraser River approaches, and the two in 1970 (age .]) were fuom 

central and northern British Columbia. The rate of return (1.4%) was 

the highest we have experienced for tagged juvenile sockeye salmon to 

date. Their lengths at release ranged from 16.6 cm to 19.5 cm. 
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Returns from 1968 Chinook salmon tagging 

Seven tagged chinook salm,jn were recovered in 1970. All had been re

leased as immature fish in 1968 (Fig. 7). The actual migrations performed 

during the 2 yeaz'is at liberty are unknown and no attempt is made to diagram 

possible migrations in Fig. 7. However, since some of the fish tagged in 

the Strait of Juan de Fuca in 1968 were recovered in the vicinity of release 

over a wide range of dates in '.l968, in 1969, and in 1970, it seems that 

some of the fish must have remained in the general area of release. The 

most extensive migrations were exhibited by the three recovered in the 

Columbia River. Assuming that they originated in the Columbia River, 

they must have migrated northward during their early oceanic residence at 

least as far as the release locations. Such a northward migration is 

typical of many juvenile chinook and other species of salmon in this 

vicinity (Hartt, Dell. and Smith~ 1970). 

The overall rate of return of the age .o chinook salmon tagged in 1968 

was 8.5% (94 tagged, and 3 recovered in 1968, 2 in 1969, and 3 in 1970). The 

rate of return thus surpassed the 5.3% rate obtained from juvenile coho 

salmon tagged in 1968 (Rothschild~ Har·tt, Rogers, and Dell, in press). 

Additional returns of chinook salmon may be forthcoming in 1971. 

The overall rate of return of the age ·! group was 11.7% (359 released, 

and 27 recovered in 1968~ ll in 1969, and 4 in 1970). 



.oat release N = 3 
. a.- age .1 at release N = 4 
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Fig. 7. Release (0) and recovery (~) points for 7 chinook salmon tagged in 1968 

and recovered in 1970. 
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Returns of salmon tagged during the longllning operations in the Gulf 

of Alaska 

The salmon tagged during the longline operations by the vessel Stol'l'II 

in. the. Gulf of Alaska yieJ.ded 4 returns {Fig. 8). Two sockeye salmon tagged 

near 56°N x 147°W on June 24 were recovel"ed--one in the Copper River and 

one in the approaches to the Fraser River. Two pink salmon tagged near 

56°N x 141°W on June 23 were recovered--one on Kodiak Island and one in 

southeastern Alaska. The distribution of these few returns again illustrated 

the great mixture of salmon stocks that occurs in the Gulf of Alaska. 

Return efficiency of Dennison-type salmon tags 

We .have long suspected that the efficiency of return of the several types 

of small Dennison tags used on juvenile salmon is relatively low even if the 

fish survive to maturity and are caught in the commercial fisheries. The tags 

used on juvenile salmon are necessarily small and inconspicuous, and the 

tags are even less visible at recovery, because the protruding portion of the 

tag is much less after the salmon has attained mature size. Ther-e are two 

major opportunities for recovery: (1) du~ing the catching process and 

subsequent delivery to the processing plants and (2) during the processing in 

the cannery. From our experience, the red and white disk · tag~ 3/4 inch 

in diameter as used on larger salmon:> are usually seen by the fishermen either 

as the fish are caught or when being transferred to the cannery tender. The 

small tags used on juvenile salmon, however, are infrequently seen during the 

catching and delivery phase, and are more often recovered at the cannery. In 

order to test the efficiency of ~eturn during the cannery processing phase, we 

placed Dennison-type tags on 14 dead salmon in the fish bins at 5 Bristol Bay 
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canneries as shown in Table 3 • Only 2 of th•:? 14 tags affixed were returned. 

In one instance, tagging personnel observed a tagged specimen emerge from the 

Table 3. Release and return data for 14 Dennison-type* tags placed on 
salmon in the fish bins at 5 Bristol Bay canneries 

Number of Number of 

Cannery No. Date tags affixed tags returned 

1 July 7, 1970 3 0 

2 July 7, 1970 2 0 

3 July 7, 1970 2 0 

4 July 8, 1970 3 l 

5 July 8, 1970 4- l 

Total 14 2 

Per cent returned= 14.3% 

~': 
Internal anchor type with blue-colored tubes (trade name - 11Floy FT67 11 

applied in the usual manner using the Dennison "Swiftachei"" tool (Dell, 1968). 

hopper that leads to the heading machine and then observed its progz-ess through 

the header, through the ovary removal process, through the Iron Chink, and onto 

the conveyor toward the filler where the still-tagged carcass was retrieved 

by the tagging personnel. Six cannery personnel had either handled the 

tagged fish (with tagged side up) or had it pass closely before them and it 

had not been seen. 

The 14.3% return rate (Table 3) is probc~ly only an approximation of 

the rate to be expected at canneries, but the data suggest that the proba

bility of observation is low. Brightly color•ed tags would probably be seen 

more readily than the blue tags used in the test, but it is a moot question 
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whether preda·don at an ea:-C'lier stage would not neg2te the later• advantage 

of a br•ight color. We have used seve:c-al ·types and colors of tags on jui,erdle 

salmon over> the years and a;_,e now analyzing their relative eff:tciencies. 

This test ·htdicoted that if Dennison tags were to be used in the :futUX'e, 

a recovery effort in the canneries would be war-ranted. 

As~ further study of efficiency of retill'.'n of Dennison-type tags, we 

examined a lru."ge number of salmon at th:c-ee Bris~.:ol Bay canneries as shovn1 in 

Table 1!-. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game kindly permitted us . to hire 

'l'ablEJ 4. Numbers of salmon obse1"ved for tags at Bristol Bay canne:t>ies 
in J,970 

---·--·---· 
Cannery Periiod of Number of Nu,-nber of 
Number District observations salmon observed. ta,BS observed . 

1 Naknek-Kvicha1< July 6-13 102 ,OS!~ 0 

2 Egegik July 8-13 26~976 0 

3 Nushagak July 3.-14- 133,4_~2., J., 

'rotal 262 ,!!-70 l 

their trained cannery sampling personnel to obsc::irve for tags dm"ing th-35.r 

n"ee hours • ObseT>vation was conducted from a vantage point nea1" the heading 

machine where the salmon are fed into the header at a unifo:vm rate. At this 

point: each fish is positioned wii:h the left side uppermost so that a tag, 

if present~ would be in plain view. · The number of salmon pass in~ during a 

given time of observation was estimated fz:,om the known rate of processing 

by i:he heading machine. As shown in Tabl.e 4, one tag was spotted among 

262,4-70 salmon obser•ved. Unforttmately the tag was not recovered because 

the tagged :fish had proceeded ·thi1ough ·the Ir-on Chink before the observer 

could get to a posit:ion to t'etrie,;e the fish, and the tag was apparently 

removed and discarded by the definning machinery. Fortunately the tag was 
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seen in detail, so that the probable date and location of tagging could be 

deduced. The tag protruded about an inch, leaving little doubt that it had 

been on the fish for two or more years, and, since it was yellow, the date 

and location of release were known because yellow tags were used in only one 

experiment in 1968. This tag was, therefo~e, included in the recovery data 

of Fig. 3. 

Although the above effort was not large enough to provide a tagged-to

untagged ratio, it did show that Dennison tags in 1970 were relatively few 

among salmon processed in Bristol Bay canneries. 
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